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Good benchmark software for anyone overclocking 7/10. This is a great tool to test the performance of your PC. The
benchmarking tools in this software really push your computer to its limits. The software is easy to use and doesn't take a brain
surgeon to understand. Just pick what level of computer you think you have and the software will tell you if you have a decent
rig. You can check your scores against other people from around Steam which is fun. I like it that you can compare your system
overtime to see where it is lacking or what needs to be improved. This software has helped me to understand my system more
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each time I use it. This has helped me to understand my RAM frequencies and see that they were not running at the same
frequency which helped me save alot of money. I really recommend this software to any PC guru that wants to get the most out
of their system. I would first try the DEMO first since you can get a basic idea of what your computer can do from that but if
you want to mess with settings then get the full version of this software. I wouldn't recommend this at full price, make sure to
wait till this one goes on sale.. Great Direct X 11 Benchmark worth the money. I have previously used the free version, but for
$10.00 this is worth the moeny.. Well this program is quite usefull and it can be quite addicting in persuit of higher scores!. Best
pc game ever, graphics and gameplay are fantastic! New word in game industry! Highly recommended!. Non stop action,
stunning scenario, dramatic and completely realistic story. Fantastic actor play! The best choice of 2012. Absolutely must buy.
Highly recommend.. Non stop action, stunning scenario, dramatic and completely realistic story. Fantastic actor play! The best
choice of 2012. Absolutely must buy. Highly recommend.. would be nice if this had a full set of features other than benching
the video how about adding some tools or utilites to speed up the PC what you pay for in this really should have more in the app
another product that you really dont need bad for me im stuck with it find a free version. Great Direct X 11 Benchmark worth
the money. I have previously used the free version, but for $10.00 this is worth the moeny.. Can't get this to run above 25 FPS.
The action doesn't make sense.

Possible UI and resolution fix : Hello everyone! I heard a common problem are resolutions different from 1080p monitors. I
tried to implement a fix / patch for this problem, and that has been released now.. Cuit Free to play! : Hello everyone! I have
decided to make Cuit Free-To-Play now, as I sadly have no time left supporting this application anymore (for quite a while
already, actually). Hope some of you still find joy in solving the puzzles. I admit that the UI is to be improved (to say the least),
but yeah. Maybe one day I'll have the time to get back to it or make a sequel with more of a budget (or rather any budget at all)..
Update 1.12: Copy & Paste / Selection Mode and UI Improvements : Update 1.12: New features: Selection mode in editor Copy
and Paste (Duplicate) selections Delete selections New nano-splitter segment allowing for more flexible cable placement
Updated: UI improvements (Will be improved more over time - I noticed the problems and suggestions from the community
concerning the UI) Tool-Tip improvements: The tool-tips while hovering a gate have been improved upon community feedback
Bugfixes: Cable placement in editor now works in both ways. Once triggering a bomb (and turning it off again) in build mode
won't blow up the level any more when turning the build mode off.
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